STAR WARS
Cryptograms

DIRECTIONS: Here are two quotes from your favorite science fiction series. Each distinct letter in the original phrase has been substituted with another letter from the alphabet. The two cryptograms must be solved separately.

Z’QL ALLG CBZOGX HNS ENP, NAZ-CBG. CL
FLLO BXBZG, BO VBYO. OWL IZSIVL ZY GNC
INFJVLOL. CWLG Z VLHO ENP, Z CBY APO OWL
VLBSGLS; GNC Z BF OWL FBYOLS.
— KBSOW QBKLS

B’O YGJTRY ROZGYYGCRCRE, VRXRYGQ CIQI, ZNJ
BJ GAARGYC JTGJ LIN GYR JI ZR JTR OGBX
HINYCR GJ G ZGXWRNJ BX OL TIXIY.
— H?AI
I’VE BEEN WAITING FOR YOU, OBI-WAN. WE MEET AGAIN, AT LAST. THE CIRCLE IS NOW COMPLETE. WHEN I LEFT YOU, I WAS BUT THE LEARNER; NOW I AM THE MASTER.
— DARTH VADER

I’M RATHER EMBARRASSED, GENERAL SOLO, BUT IT APPEARS THAT YOU ARE TO BE THE MAIN COURSE AT A BANQUET IN MY HONOR.
— C3PO